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1. Voice Mode: The megaphone speaker has two audio modes. The voice mode is designed to
amplify a voice or sound spoken into the microphone, and the amplified voice gives
reachability. Another mode is the siren mode, which helps to attract attention in seconds.

2. Multipurpose: The mega phone speaker is versatile and has been used by indoor and
outdoor fire officers, mentors, police, firefighters, cheerleaders, schools, sports organizations,
event organizers, and directors for various purposes.

3. Versatile: The portable megaphone speaker is lightweight, fitted with a convenient carrying
strap, and operated with batteries. It is the perfect device to bring along to your next special
event. Also the powerful light makes it well suited to be used in the dark.

4. High-power PA sound: The bull horn loud speaker has a high-powered PA sound with an
amazing and wide sound projection range of up to 1000 yards. It also features an adjustable
volume control for noise management during different situations.

5. Compact and portable: The megafono bullhorns are compact and highly portable. It also has
a convenient quick folding handle, making it easy to transport while on the go.

5 Core Waterproof Megaphone Bullhorn and Flashlight - Portable Compact 40W
PA Includes Rechargeable Battery, Alarm Siren, Adjustable Volume

Product Description

Introducing our brand new megaphone speaker, the perfect addition for any outdoor or
large indoor event. This bull horn loud speaker is designed to amplify sound over a
large distance, making it perfect for sports events, rallies, public announcements, and
emergencies.

The megaphone bull horn speaker is portable, lightweight design, and simple controls
make it easy to take with you wherever you go. With adjustable volume control and
durable construction, this mega phone speaker is built to withstand rigors or regular
use in unfavorable conditions and produce a clean and loud sound.

Features



Battery powered Weather resistant Cost-effective Adjustable volume

5 Core mega phone
speaker is battery
powered, making it
convenient for use in
remote locations or
places without
access to electricity.
The battery can be
recharged.

The durability and
rigidness of the
megaphone speaker
give the user the
flexibility to use it in
winter, summer, and
any other season or
environment.

The bull horn
loud speaker is a
cost-effective
solution for
amplifying sound
in outdoor and
indoor settings.

5 Core megaphone
speaker has adjustable
volume controls, which
allows the user to
control the volume of
the sound projected,
making it easy to
adjust the volume
according to the needs
and wants.

Technical Specifications:

● 40W Power
● LED light
● Built in Siren
● Material Fresh ABS
● Dry Cell 4x1.5V (not included)
● Microphone Unidirectional
● Volume control Switch
● Can reach up to 1000 yards

Package includes:

1x Megaphone

Handheld Lightweight Speaker, LED- Portable Compact PA Megaphone Speaker
With Alarm Siren, Battery Operated

Usages

5 Core Megaphone is well suited for cheerleading for leading chants and rallies.

Movie directors can use the megaphone speaker to communicate with the cast and
crew.



Well suited for neighborhood and community events for making announcements &
attracting attention.

Beach lifeguards for emergencies and passing out important announcements.

Search and rescue missions for communication among team members.

Benefits of products

Megaphone speaker lets you project clear and powerful audio from a distance.

Portable design with versatile use for various settings and events.

Easy to operate with multiple functions such as talk and siren.

The emergency siren features in the megaphone speaker for added safety.

Cost-effective alternative to larger PA systems.

Benefits of 5 core over other products

The sturdy strap allows for easy portability by slinging over the wrist or shoulder.

A simplified control panel that let the users access the features easily.

Battery-operated PA system with wired handheld microphone and a siren alarm.

The portability and lightweight make the megaphone speaker well-suited to be used by
everyone.



The durability and rigidness of the megaphone speaker make it great for outdoor use.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustable choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than 65
countries.

Backed by a proven track record of customer satisfaction and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 CORE MEGAPHONE Other Products

Long shoulder belt Yes No

Powerful Amplifier Yes No

Siren Yes Yes

About Brand



5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.



Bullhorn Speaker

● This bullhorn speaker
produces a powerful
40 watt sound with a
sound projection range
of over 1000 feet away.
Amplify your voice as
spoken into the
microphone. Perfect
for crowd control or
outdoor events.

● Variable volume
control, raise and lower
your voice at command
using the convenient
volume roller.

● It features an
ergonomic &
lightweight pistol grip
chassis for better feel
and handling.

Super bright LED Flashlight &
Completely Waterproof

● This compact &
portable speaker
features a IPX5 grade
waterproof
construction which
makes the device
highly resistant to
moisture.

● Waterproof
construction which
makes the device
highly resistant to
moisture. It also
features an ergonomic
& lightweight pistol
grip chassis for better
feel and handling. You
can bring this
handheld megaphone
to the beach or to a
pool party disturbance
-free.

● Comes equipped with
LED lights which make
it convenient for
crowd control and
traffic direction use,
especially during the
night or in dark
locations.

● Visible at 200 meters
at night. Make it
convenient to be used
for crowd control and
traffic direction
especially during the
night or in dark
location

Rechargeable Battery or AA
Battery Powered

● Lithium Rechargeable
Battery 12V(included),
fast charging and
long lasting. The unit
charges 4-6, and lasts
for 8 hours of
continuous use.

● Or just insert (8) AA
batteries and you are
good to go!

● With its portable
battery operated
design, this compact
handheld waterproof
megaphone is ideal
for cheerleading,
outdoor sport, public
announcements, and
safety drills. Plus,
never worry about
running empty with its
rechargeable battery
feature.



Q&A

Question: Is the megaphone speaker battery-powered?

Answer: 5 Core megaphone speaker is rechargable battery-powered.

Question: Can the megaphone speaker be used in different weather conditions?

Answer: Our megaphone speaker is weather resistant, making it suitable for use in
different weather conditions such as snow, sun, wind, etc.

Question: Is the bull horn loud speaker easy to use?

Answer: Yes, the bull horn loud speaker has simple controls and is easy to operate,
making it accessible for anyone to use.

Question: Can the volume of the megafono speaker be adjusted?

Answer: The megaphone model comes with adjustable volume control, which allows
the user to control the volume of the sound projected, making it easy to adjust the
volume according to the surroundings and the number of people present.

Question: How long does the battery last on the megaphone speaker?

Answer: The battery life of the megaphone speaker depends on the usage and the
volume lev

Question: Can the mega phone speaker be used for multiple purposes?

Answer: Yes, megaphone speaker is versatile and can be used for various applications
such as sports events, rallies, public announcements, and emergency situations.

Question: Is the bull horn easy to carry around?

Answer: The bull horn speaker is lightweight and portable, making it easy to take with
you wherever you go. The shoulder strap also adds convenience.


